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About This Game

Travel to the fantasy land of Titania, a world once thriving with magic and peace... Until, from within its very heart, the seed of
corruption started to grow and darkness threatened to enshroud all of its islands and their inhabitants in ruin and desolation. To

save the world from this catastrophic fate, you shall yield the magical powers of the very land itself by matching gemstones,
using the mana from within them to summon a variety of magical Fairies to aid you in your battle against the malicious

Darklings.

Features:

 Test your reflexes and collect mana - Collect mana to summon fairies by matching 3 or more gems of the same color.
But beware, for the Darklings are relentless and will stop at nothing until the whole land is consumed!

 Summon a variety of Fairies to aid you in battle - Each of the 8 fairies available in the game has their own
characteristics and powers, so choose your allies wisely as you prepare yourself to fight!

 Fight against hordes of Darklings - Each Darkling has unique traits and special dark magic of their own, so make haste
and drive them away before they consume the whole land!
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 Use magical potions to enhance your fairy allies - Perform large matches in order to be rewarded with magical potions
that allow you to summon Arcane versions of your Fairy allies, increasing their magical powers and abilities far beyond
their limits!

 Enhance your own abilities and give yourself new powers with a plethora of magical items - Use the coins acquired in
battle to purchase many items and equipments that will give you the edge and turn the tides of the battle in your favor!

 Battle through the many Islands in the land of Titania - Travel through a mysterious and magical world in more than 80
stages spread across 8 Islands, each with its own unique hazard that will challenge your ability as a player to adapt to
survive and thrive!

 Battle against fearsome Bosses - Each Island has its own particular boss stage, where the player will test their might
against one of the mighty Dragons and their horde of Darklings to free the Islands of their cursed fates.

 Unlock achievements and collect rewards - Perform great feats to unlock achievements, and acquire bonus coins as a
reward for your efforts!
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Title: Fairies vs. Darklings: Arcane Edition
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Interama - Interactive Technology
Publisher:
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Fun game. You can type the letters of your word guess then press enter or click each letter individually with your mouse. The
sound effects are pleasant and rewarding. The only bad things I can say about the game are that a few real wordsI tried to use
"aren't in dictionary" and if you want to click a menu option you have to hover your mouse pointer about a half inch above the
button to get it to highlight. But that's not really a big deal. All in all, it could use some minor improvements but is otherwise a
good game. It's a simple yet challenging way to pass some time. FYI, this type of game can be played online for free on many
sites. I bought this one for offline play.. Well I dont get how do we activate de DLC's, I've bought 3 of them still didnt got
access to any of the cars or missions... its starting to make me mad about this...

I wonder do we have do activate or do anything in orther to get this ?

PS: I bought them all in\/from steam. good game, i loved the music, it's a very 90's rpg style of game, chose a hero save the king,
cool spells and artifacts (theres an eletric guitar yeah!! \m/ ) a litle expensive but if you get it do it with soundtrack included it's
worth in my opinion. you need to read this. space hunter is ok if you just want to kill zombies. 1 map all the weapons feel ok.
+++
i was able to run at 60 fps no drops on max setting without meeting the recommended requirments
feels like nazi zombies
co-op
quick games. starts getting hard at lvl 6
___
to pick up weapons . u have to buy it then walk back a bit then forward while spamming e. only way i could pick up weapon.
the sniper rifle does not spawn so do not spend the 3k on it.
a glitch where you buy the gun and it gives you no ammo for it. very rare this happens but it sucks when it does.

overall i will play this time to time when i want.
. No Linux Support Will Not Play On Linux. For those who don't realise, this game is being developed by the dev of 
Vertigo

Hot damn,  this game.
I am not usually one to write reviewsfor games - I actually couldn't tell you the last time I did it, or the game I did it for without
going and checking now. But holy hell. This game is already among my favourite Vive games. The freedom it gives is astounding
and the movement system is fantastic. I don't get any kind of motion sickness at all (Though, to be fair, I'm yet to have a game give
me any kind of nausea).

Honestly, even if you only have a spare 10 minutes to have a little play around, I can assure you this free little gem is 100% worth
your time. Can't wait to see where it leads.

Thanks, Devs! Keep up the good work!. The game is pretty fun.
The game can bore you afther playing a lot of levels.
Some levels are to me more like speed based then looking for the right answer. To me it's frustrating you can't move on to the next
level.
But still I do recommand this game if you like puzzle games. If you can get this game for 1 or 2 euros it's woth it. If it's more then I
would wait till it's 50-75% off.. A pretty fun casual game for some quick gaming sessions.
The only real downsides are clumsy, controlls and sometimes strange physic behavior, but you get along with these pretty quick.
Aside from that however it is a straight forward game with some fun mechanics which are interesting to fool around with.
it also really succeeded in making me just want to play one more Level, until I was at the hundredth Level before even realising it..
god save the queen and lets have some tea

no tea?

ANARCHY IN THE UK

. I like this little Platformer.
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You are solving ridles that are not to hard and get through the thoughts of the little men that you push through the levels. In the end
with deep mysterious... well don't want to spoil it for you.
Even so I did rush through it in only 1 hour and 15 Minutes, I only played the Main-Game so far and there is more, so I think it
was definetly worth the few coins I spend.

For the game beeing a little short my overall outcome would be:

8\/10 - A good game

Keep smiling
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The game is a lovely experience. It's nothing too great, mind you, but it's nice for when you are looking for an old-scool p&c
and need a mystery in your free time.
I enjoyed it. The puzzles are not that hard, not at all, the environment is good, and the story has a pleasurable flow.
The only issue I truly recall in the game is the repetitiveness of challenges. Alos, keep in mind it's a linear story, you cannot
really do some stuff before you have finished others.

If I could give it a so-so score I would have haha. Nonetheless, it's not a bad-bad game. So, why not try it?
I played it some time ago, but forgot to review, so I won't spend too much time trying to explain why I enjoyed it, because I
already forgot the reasons..... My grandmother died because of a mix of dementia and old age last summer, I only visited her
twice in the span of four- to six years. Now it's too late for me to visit her.

I love this game, it made me feel like a horrible person, but I simply didn't have the heart to see my grandmother in such a
terrible state. I'm so sorry.

The novel's full of simplistic, but still good, symbolism. Such as the different emperors of Memoria (pretty obvious ...), and of
course, the characters that the main character interacts with through the story.

 The ending can be interpreted in different ways, either as an afterlife or the main character's last dream before his death.

I recommend this novel if you want to think while reading it, maybe about the past, just like the main character. It can be
finished in an hour, maybe even less, but it will be worth it.. A love letter to the 80s. It's basically the game mechanics of Paper
Boy (dodge\/jump stuff and throw things to mailboxes..) except your character is pretty much a depiction of a skateboarding,
vest-wearing Marty Mcfly. If you grew up during the 80s you will recognize many of the characters that waltz by in the
background, from Inspector Gadget, Duck Tales, TMNT, He-Man, Peewee Herman, Rocky, Eddie Murphy, etc... each with
their own funny sound effects as they pass. The sound effects of the game are a particular standout, and have an appropriately lo-
fi sound to them which resembles audio of games back during this era.

It's a very straightfoward game with limited features, but if you're feeling nostalgic and want a trip down memory lane for the
80s and many of the movies and animated kids' shows of the time, this easily fits the bill.. I played it for years and its a good
game. Reason for downvote is that I
cant play it anymore after they updated it and support is not answering.

Game crashes on 3 different PC's. Everyone who not gets support should downvote them. Lets see whether we can get their lazy
@sses up again!. This game is
OKEY-DOKEY. I know the publisher is known for terrible, awful products, but I figured this could be worth the dollar it cost
me. I was wrong.

Absolutely atrocious. "Inspired" by classic top-down GTA and Hotline Miami but without any of the elements that make those
games good. Gameplay is terrible, writing and presentation is awful, confuses "difficulty" for "challenge," has no production
value, and overall feels like the kind of game you'd play in a web browser on a Flash games site. Even for 99 cents, I requested a
refund.

If you enjoyed classic GTA, load up 1, 2, or the Londons and relive those glory days. If you like Hotline Miami, replay either
(or both) of them. If you're just looking for a fun top-down action game, look elsewhere. Might I recommend Splatter: Blood
Red Edition, which is sort of like Max Payne x Crimsonland, the good, original Crimsonland, not the ham-fisted remake.
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